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The Wild Road
Once in every age, there comes a special
cat. His mission is not to rule, but to guide
the rulers to their destiny, to uphold the
balance of the natural world, and to
discover the leonine heart and spirit that is
the legacy of all cats everywhere. Now, in
the grand storytelling style of Watership
Down and Tailchasers Song, comes an epic
tale of adventure and danger, of heroism
against insurmountable odds, and of love
and comradeship among extraordinary
animals who must brave The Wild
Road.Secure in a world of privilege and
comfort, the kitten Tag is happy as a
pampered house pet--until the dreams
come. Dreams that pour into his safe, snug
world from the wise old cat Majicou: hazy
images of travel along the magical
highways of the animals, of a mission, and
of a terrible responsibility that will fall on
young Tag. Armed with the cryptic
message that he must bring the King and
Queen of cats to Tintagel before the spring
equinox, Tag ventures outside. But had
ancient Majicou somehow misjudged? Tag
barely knows his own backyard and is
scarely equipped for a quest out into the
wide world! But ready or not, Tag is
catapulted into the unknown to face danger
and win allies in the wily urban fox Loves
a Dustbin, and the far-seeing magpie One
for Sorrow. Along the way, others will join
their quest: Cy, the strange little tabby;
Sealink, the globe-trotting cat with an eye
for a handsome tom; and Mousebreath,
wise in the ways of the world. Together,
this band of frightened yet courageous
animals will brave the wild road to seek the
King and Queen. But finding the royal pair
is only half the challenge, as an evil human
known only as the Alchemist doggedly
pursues the Queen for his own ghastly
ends. For the Queen, a descendant of the
legendary line of Golden Cats, holds the
key to an ancient prophecy that foretells
enormous power for those who control this
rare and extraordinary breed. And if the
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Alchemist achieves his goal, the world can
never be safe again.A stunning literary
achievement, The Wild Road is a sweeping
feat of the imagination, an amazing
mystical highway to an unseen place
known only to cats and their chosen,
trusted companions.

The Wild Road by Gabriel King, Paperback Barnes & Noble A stunning literary achievement, The Wild Road is a
sweeping feat of the imagination, an amazing mystical highway to an unseen place known only to cats and The Wild
Road: Gabriel King: 9780345423030: : Books Editorial Reviews. From the Back Cover. Those who look upon Lannes
Hannelore see only The Wild Road: A Dirk & Steele Novel by [Liu, Marjorie M. Walk the Wild Road - Sourcebooks
Mar 28, 1999 The Paperback of the The Wild Road by Gabriel King at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or
more! Books similar to The Wild Road (The Wild Road, #1) - Goodreads Book 8 The Wild Road. RELEASE
DATE: AUGUST 2008. PUBLISHER: LEISURE. Lannes is one of a dying race born to protect mankind. And while
most see a The Wild Road: A Dirk & Steele Novel (Dirk & Steele Series The Wild Road has 200 ratings and 16
reviews. Jackie said: I dont feel like this book moved very far from where the last one left off.I hope the next b Images
for The Wild Road Lannes Hannelore is one of a dying race born to protect makind against demonic forces. And while
those who look upon him see a beautiful man, this illusion is The Wild Road (Tag, the Cat, book 1) by Gabriel King
Called by Majicou, Tag enters the Wild Road, a magical highway known only to the animals, and learns that he is
needed to find the King and Queen of cats and The Wild Road: Book Three of Karavans: Jennifer Roberson Buy
Walk the Wild Road on ? Free delivery on eligible orders. The Wild Road (Karavans, #3) by Jennifer Roberson
Reviews For readers who loved Watership Down or Tailchasers Song , The Wild Road supplies a welcome helping of
epic animal fantasy. While not as complex as The Wild Road by Jennifer Roberson The Wild Road: Book Three of
Karavans and over one million other books are available for Amazon Kindle. The Wild Road: Book Three of Karavans
Mass Market Paperback August 6, 2013. Start reading The Wild Road: Book Three of Karavans on your Kindle in
under a minute. The Wild Road Quotes by Gabriel King - Goodreads Mar 31, 2017 That Wild Road is an expat blog.
Here youll find posts about photography, travel, and raising children abroad. The Wild Road (Dirk & Steele, book 8)
by Marjorie M Liu Best books like The Wild Road : #1 The Tygrine Cat #2 Hunters Moon #3 Tailchasers Song #4
Catfantastic #5 The Catswold Portal #6 The Heavenly Horse fro The SF Site Featured Review: The Wild Road / The
Golden Cat Jan 18, 2011 PRAISE FOR Walk the Wild Road Nigel Hinton is an inspired storyteller. Leos walk along
the wild road will captivate you as it did me. This is a The Wild Road (The Wild Road, #1) by Gabriel King Reviews
Walk the Wild Road, earlier titled The Road from Home, is a novel by Nigel Hinton. It is set in 1870 and tells the story
of a boy forced to leave his home in Walk the Wild Road - Wikipedia Married for 10 years, Johnson and Harrison
began working on The Wild Road in 1995 and credit the book for [keeping] us on very good terms, despite the Detailed
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Review Summary of The Wild Road by Gabriel King Journey through the American West with two of the regions
most trusted and innovative guides! Seven Directions offers exploratory trips through the region, That Wild Road The
SF Site Featured Review: The Wild Road Buy The Wild Road on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Walk the
Wild Road: Nigel Hinton: 9781402243776: The Wild Road has 1407 ratings and 70 reviews. Julie (jjmachshev) said:
If you like paranormal romance and you havent been reading Marjorie M. Lius D none On the Wild Road High
Country News The Wild Road: A Dirk & Steele Novel (Dirk & Steele Series) [Marjorie M. Liu] on . *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. An uber-sexy escapist Book 8 The Wild Road Marjorie Liu About The Wild Road. Alisanos,
the deepwood, is more than just a forest it is sentient, and predatory. Home to demons and worse, its mercurial
boundaries Camper Van Rentals Rent Colorado Campers Wild Road Walk the Wild Road has 51 ratings and 14
reviews. Alyssa said: I dont know why but I wasnt a huge fan of this book. I can appreciate that it was good b none
Fiction Book Review: Wild Road by Gabriel King, Author Del Rey Walk the Wild Road by Nigel Hinton
Reviews, Discussion While The Wild Road owes somewhat to Tolkienesque fantasy -- with its mysterious Gandalf-like
figure and its cat protagonists setting out on a quest in a motley The Wild Road: A Dirk & Steele Novel - Kindle
edition by Marjorie M The Wild Road has 1112 ratings and 57 reviews. Mollie said: This is a truly excellent book. I
fell deeply in love with every character and even named my The Wild Road (Dirk & Steele, #8) by Marjorie M. Liu
Reviews Join us on the wild road: Bears Ears National Monument or the Grand Canyon. The Wild Road - Gabriel
King - Google Books Tag, a house cat, is called upon to be an apprentice to the Majicou, who commands the Wild
Roads. He has to battle the Alchemist. The Alchemist wants to
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